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The way we breathe can be a major contributor to our overall health and 
wellness, and a primary tool in controlling stress and anxiety.   Breath can 
also help us increase our energy, improve our cognitive skills and enhance 
our mental balance.  Yet many of us are breathing incorrectly with no aware-
ness of what our predominate breathing habits are. Join our course to learn 
how to breathe mindfully. 
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ER 6 WEEK COURSE (6 sessions):                   QR450

Early Bird (Paid by Jan 10):                 QR400
DROP IN (1 class only):                   QR80

PROGRAM DATES  
Jan. 23 - Feb 27, 2019
 

SCHEDULE
 Wed 18:30 - 19:30

 

 

ASAS STUDIO

MORE ABOUT THE COURSE
In The Breathing Course we will identify common forms of problematic breathing and identify 
which breathing patterns work best for which situation.  We will explore what societal forces may 
have caused changes in our natural breathing habits, identify our own habitual breathing tech-
nique, and explore techniques for identifying the breathing habits of others. With this as a base-
line we will explore exercises for changing our own breathing habits and developing yogic forms 
of breathing as well as the relationship of breath control exercises to meditation.   The goal is 
learning to breath right to live right.   

ABOUT THE TEACHER
Valerie Jeremijenko, BA (Hons), MFA, PhD, ERYT 500, founder, owner and director of Yama Yoga Stu-
dios, the Yama Yoga Teacher training programs and the Yama Yoga Retreat Center in Bulgaria, has 
been practicing and teaching yoga since 1991.  Her studies include extensive exploration of myo-
fascial approaches to anatomy, academic and popular approaches to yoga philosophy and numer-
ous meditation retreats.  As a teacher Valerie is both charismatic and nurturing and infuses her 
classes with compassion, humor and intelligence. Her class forms include dynamic lead astanga, 
creative vinyasa, and technical workshops. She also offers classes in myofascial release, breathing, 
yoga nidra, and mediation. 


